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It is a rgued t hat t he cll stom of r eferring to changes in t he phase of VLF s ig na ls 
a,s cha nges in t ra nsm iss ion t im e is inco rrect, is likely to lead to confu s ion and s hould be 
abandoned. 

In recent ye~trs ntrious ol'gltni;r,atio ll s have ma.dc 
obser vations of the ph ase fr eq uency stabili7.ed V LF 
signals relati ve to local frequ ency standards. These 
obsel'\Tatio ns show th at the phase of th e received 
signal exhibi ts diul'nal ch anges. Moreover, p hase 
changes orcur during solar flar es a nd other geo
physical di sturba nces. 

It has proved useful 1'0], some purposes [Pierce, 
1957 and Blackband, 1964 for example] to express 
these phase changes (6</» in terms of equi ntlent 
time changes (61'", ) by m eans of the r elationship 

(1) 

where P , j, v, A are the p eriod, frequ ency, free space 
velocity of prop agation, fr ee space wlt\' elen gtll , a nd 
6</> is m easured in rad ians. The phase c1uLnge 
61'", is expressed in uni ts of t im e and is then often 
interpre ted as a cha nge of "transmission time." 
The validity of this interpretation will b e discussed 
here. 

Transmission tim e is usually defined [Brillouin, 
1960] (in a medium which does not exhibi t anomalous 
disp ersion) as the time which elapses b etween the 
transmission and recep tion at a point remote from 
the transmitter of a recognizable signal. Thus the 
transmission time is given by the propagation 
distance divided by the group velocity. Only when 
the group and phase velocities are equal is it valid 
to interpret a change in phase delay as a change in 
transmission time. 

The transmission of VLF signals over long 
distances can be considered corr ectly from either 
the viewpoint of ray theory or of waveguide theory. 
For the sake of illustr a tion only, the simplest 
possible model is one in which the earth and iono
sphere are fla t, h:we infinite electrical conducti vi ty, 
and ar e separated by a distance h. Using a single 
ray treatment, however , it is easy to show that the 
propagation phase delay ct> for a distance 2d, m easured 
on the ground , for a one hop ray, and assuming 
h < < d, is given by 

(,2) 

Equa tion (2) can be written , using (1), as 

(3) 

Now the group delay (or tl'U lls lll ission t ime) Tg is 
g i ve il by 

(4) 

or 

(5) 

Eviden tly, according to this particular m etllOd of 
calcul ation , which is only applicable at high fre
quencies, the phase and group delays i1 l'e equal. 
Thus the ch anges in phase debty a nd propagation 
t im e are also equal. However , for low frequencies 
this single r ay treatment is incorrect sin ce aU t he 
rays contributing to the r eceived s ignal mus t be 
included. 

Waveguide mode theory i1pplied to prop agation 
over long distances gi ves a phase delay ct>' , for the 
dominant mode, of 

</>, =4~d ~l -(;hY (6) 

which , from (1) can be written as 

T, = 2d 11 _(~)2. 
'" C -V 211, 

(7) 

The group delay or tr ansmission time 1'; is, from 
(4) and (6), 

(8) 
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In this case it is clear that T~ and T~ are no longer 
eq ual , ftnd a variation in h produces opposite vftria
t ions in T~ and T~. For example, at sunrise, or 
d uri ng a solar flare, the height of the ionosphere 
decreases and thus the phase lag also decreases. 
However, the transmission time (or group delay) 
increases as shown by (8), whereas the single ray 
model would predict a decrease as shown by (5) . 

Equations (3) and (5) suggest that the origin of 
the confusion between phase delay and transmission 
t ime in VLF propagation over long distances is due 
to the use of the nondispersive single-ray propagation 
model. There is, however , overwhelming evidence 
[Wait, 1962] that long distance VLF propagation 
can be adequately described in terms of waveguide 
theory, which even in the simplest (lossless) case 
shows that the group and phase delays are different. 
Thus it must be erroneous to equate changes in 
phase delay and group transmission time. 

There are two main practical objections to the 
description of changes in phase delay as changes in 
propagation or transmission time. The first of these 
has been discussed above and is due to the fact that 
during sunrise, sunset, or solar flares, etc., the phase 
delays and time delays are of equal magnitude, but 
change in opposite directions if the waveguide mode 
theory is used. This is perhaps a trivial objection 
from the practical point of view, since the only 
difference is a change of sign. The other objection, 
however, may be much more important. It is well 
known [Pierce, 1957] that observations of the relative 
phase of a VLF signal received over a long path 
show random varia tions which, in the case of 16 kc/s 
propagation across the North Atlantic, amount to 
about 0.05 cycles at night. The corresponding 
t.T", ,,-,3 ,.,sec. If these fluctuations are expressed 
in the latter form, the uninitiated might be led to 
believe that t.T", represents the true propagation 
time variations due to the medium. However , Watt 

et al. [1961] have pointed out that i t is (4) which 
governs the transmission time. Thus if the phase 
fluctuations at ftdjacent frequencies are uncorrelated, 
the variations in transmission time are likely to be 
much larger than the obsernd phase delay variations 
at a single frequency. In view of this, i t seems that 
the in terpretation of phase changes as transmission 
time changes should be avoided. 

To sum up , it has been shown that, for VLF 
signals, the interpretation of phase changes as 
changes in transmission time may follow from an 
over-simplified ray model of propagation. This in
terpretation gives changes in transmission time 
which are of the wrong sign for systematic ionosphere 
height changes and which may be very much in 
error for r andom ionospheric changes. 

These difficulties can be avoided if it is remembered 
that dispersion occurs even in a lossless earth
ionosphere waveguide, and as a result the phase and 
group delays are different. The temptation to ex
press phase changes as time changes by (1) should 
either be avoided or, if not, "phase delay," expressed 
in uni ts of time (T "'), and" group transmission time" 
(T g) should always be carefully defined and labeled. 
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